For the traditional threshold signature mechanism does not considers whether the nodes which generate part signature are trusted and the traditional signature strategy doesn't do well in resisting internal attacks and external attacks and collusion attacks, so this paper presents a new threshold signature based on Trusted Platform Module (TPM), based on TPM the signature node first should finish the trust proof between it an other members who take part in the signature. Using a no-trusted center and the threshold of the signature policy, this strategy can track active attacks of the key management center and can prevent framing the key management center, this strategy takes into account the limited computing power TPM and has parameters of simple, beneficial full using of the limited computing power TPM.
Introduction
Rapid development of the computer and network technology has made human society into the information age. The rapid popularization of the Internet and the rapid progress of internet technology have greatly promoted the development of the productive forces. Now the electronic commerce, the electronic government affairs and other services are widely used, the problem of information security has become more and more prominent, the information disclosure, the network crime and system invaded events are increasing day by day. Therefore, how to block network security hole, eliminate security concerns and protect the important or sensitive information has been paid highly attention by academics and even the whole society. For the Internet is distributed environment, it is easy to appear a phenomenon that a single node is malicious attacked, and a network node is attacked , it may cause the security of the whole network system security is destroyed. So, if the important information or important operation is stored or finished by a single node, it will increase security risk. In network environment, people may suspect that a given network server is secure and reliable, but it can still be reasonable to think that most servers are normal. Therefore, based on the assumption, trust entities can be structured, that most the network nodes of a group are secure and reliable. The important information storage or the execution of an important operation can be completed through cooperation of the members of the group.
Threshold solution provides a good solution for the above problems. The threshold cryptosystem is a relatively new research field, it main concerns that a cryptography operation once finished by one entity is scattered to a group consisted of many entities to complete, threshold signature is an important part of the study of threshold cryptography, in 1991 threshold signature is presented by Desmedt and Frankel presented [1] , since then many kinds of threshold signatures have come into true [2] [3] [4] . In the threshold signature scheme, a private key is shared by n users in the group, and not as the normal signature that the private key is only held by a single user. So when it needs to sign a given message, each user needs to produce part signature, then the part signatures are combined to generate a whole signature. In 1994 the Ham puts forward two threshold group signature based on discrete logarithm scheme [5, 6] , one scheme has a trusted center the other has no trusted center, but the traditional threshold signature mechanism does not considers whether the nodes which generate part signature are trusted, so this paper presents a new *Correspondence Authors: Bei Gong and Wei Jiang.
threshold signature based on Trusted Platform Module (TPM), the signature node first prove itself is trusted, and then it can generate signature, the scheme presented in this paper don't need trusted center, and according to TPM limited ability, the scheme is based on the identity of the TPM, the scheme is based on discrete logarithm and also don't need Trusted center, comparing with traditional threshold signature this scheme has a higher efficiency.
Preliminaries

Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem
Given group and
Bilinear Groups
Group 2 1 and group 2 2 is two additive groups, is a large prime number. The discrete logarithm in group 2 and 1 is difficult to solve.
G . Group 1 2 is a pair of bilinear group if and only if satisfying the following properties:
there exists computable mapping: There exists computable mapping 1 2 ( is a cyclic group whose order is ) satisfying
2) Non-degenerative: For the generators on the group 1 2 , g g , .
  1 2 e , g g  1
Shamir Threshold Scheme
Given secret s , it is divided to parts, each part is a subkey. Each part of the information is called a subkey or is the shadow, which is owned by a sharing member. If there are or more than members, n k k s can be reconstructed，less than k member, s can not be reconstructed. This scheme is   k n , secret segmentation threshold scheme, is the threshold value.
is a large primer, and ,
, we can construct the polynomial, the polynomial is 
is different each other, so by using 
Signature Scheme
Set up
are no collision hash function.
Units
Signature node will send own node state information and configuration information of platform to other node to prove whether it is can be trusted, if it is trusted, the signature process can be continued, if it is not trusted, the signature process will be terminated, at the same time signature node request other nodes to send their configuration information and state of their platforms, signature node needs to judge whether other nodes' configuration state information meet its own security strategy, this trust proving process is a two-way process, signature nodes need to evaluate the credibility of the other nodes, while the other nodes need to evaluate the credibility of the signature, after completing two-way evaluation the signature node can continue the signature operation, trust proving process is shown as the following (Figure 1) .
Equations
1) For in the signature node subset
is the configuration value and measurement value of that asks 
Security Analysis
Validity of the Scheme
We first prove the validity of our scheme, according to the bilinear map, the following 
